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Abstract

The basic roles of several principle modulations of plasma boundary shape on magnetohy-
drodynamic (MHD) equilibria are investigated. The appropriate combination of principle he-
lical modulations for elimination of bumpy field component to realize the quasi-axisymmetric
(QAS) and quasi-helically symmetric (QHS) configurations is explained by considering the
variation of area of magnetic surface cross sections. The triangular modulation is effectively
utilized to form the magnetic well by shifting the magnetic axis outward compared to the
center of mass of magnetic surface cross section. The spatialization of the magnetic axis or
the bumpy modulations of plasma boundary is rather important to reduce the toroidicity in
the magnetic field, which can lead to QHS configurations. Some stellarator magnetic config-
urations under design activity or in the existing experimental device are mentioned from the
point of views of plasma boundary modulations. Based on these principle understandings of
plasma boundary modulations, examples of essential approach to QAS and QHS configura-
tions are demonstrated step by step. The possibility of quasi-bumpy (or poloidally) symmetric
(QBS) configuration is also mentioned.

K E Y W O R D S

plasma boundary modulations, magnetic field spectra, Boozer coordinates,

symmetric stellarator configurations

1 Introduction

Stellarator magnetic configurations have a large flexibility to consider the improve-

ment or optimization of plasma confinement properties due to their three dimensional

properties.
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In conventional stellarators, magnetic configuration studies have been done based on

the intuitively determined coil configurations. The polarity of helical coils, combinations

of helical, poloidal and toroidal coils, the minor radius and the pitch modulation of

helical coil, the field period number etc, are the basic parameters of the coil system for

changing the magnetic field properties. Usually, the determination for parameter space

of the coil system corresponds to the designation of its topology. For example, the

heliotron magnetic field, which has been successfully investigated in Kyoto University

(the most recent experimental device is the Helibtron-E [1]) and develops for the Large

Helical Device (LHD) [2] under construction at National Institute for Fusion Science

(NIFS), is based on combinations of helical coils with polarity of L = 2 and poloidal

coils. It is noted that the proposal for the next experimental device at Kyoto University

is based on the modulated L = 1 helical coil system [3].

The magnetic configuration can be controlled by the plasma boundary modula-

tions because MHD equilibria can be specified by boundary value problem with given

pressure and current profiles [4]. Therefore, the magnetic configuration can be opti-

mized to have desired physical criteria based on plasma boundary modulations [5]. J.

Niihrenberg explored the established method to construct the stellarator magnetic field

without giving any specifications of the coils system. The quasi-helically symmetric

(QHS) concept [6] is obtained by this approach. It realizes the helical symmetry in

the Boozer coordinates [7] in a good approximation, although it is the torus geometry

in the real coordinates. The Boozer coordinates are chosen to describe the magnetic

field structure because the guiding center motion of charged particles are easily calcu-

lated by solving the guiding center equations [8]. Due to the presence of invariants of

charged particle motions in the symmetric magnetic field, the plasma particles are con-

fined in the finite volume, which gives better particle confinement properties compared

to the non-symmetric magnetic field. Therefore, the flexible construction of magnetic

field spectrum in the Boozer coordinates indicates the approach to the improvement of

particle orbit confinement in stellarators. The QHS configuration is one example.

On the other hand, M. Y. Isaev et al., have considered the condition for quasi-

symmetric configurations in a general invariant form independent of coordinates [9].

They discussed the possibility of several quasi-symmetric configurations which have

different numbers of rotation of elliptic magnetic surface cross section with respect to

the normal direction of the magnetic axis.

The experimental realization of such magnetic configurations involves the problem

of finding a distribution of external coil currents which produces a magnetic field main-



taining the plasma equilibrium and satisfying the boundary conditions at the plasma

boundary, Bv • n = 0 and B2
V — B2 + 2P, where n is the exterior normal vector to

the boundary and P is the plasma pressure. Calculation of magnetic field in the vac-

uum region (outside the plasma) leads to a boundary value problem, which is not well

posed for an elliptic partial differential equation for the magnetic potential. Moreover,

the singularities often happen, which correspond to currents appearing too close to the

plasma boundary. These difficulties may be resolved if one does have an interest in

an approximate solution of the boundary value problem as shown by Merkel [10]. The

external vacuum field can be represented by superposing harmonic functions such as

Dommaschk potentials [11] for such a solution. This solution yields a vacuum field

which is regular in the whole domain bounded by the chosen outer surface. This vac-

uum field uniquely determined by the plasma boundary shape can be used to find the

position of the coils. The current lines on the outer surface may be shaped in such a

way that closed current lines are discretized into a finite number of (modular) coils.

Such modular coil configurations are designed for the Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) [12] and

the HSX [13].

Several concepts to improve the plasma confinement properties in stellarators have

been proposed based on this approach. In QHS configurations, the essential point for

improvement of reflected particle confinement is to eliminate the toroidal effects and

to restore helical symmetry for magnetic field in the Boozer coordinates. It is noted

that the HSX corresponds to the torus geometry with the aspect ratio 240 from the

viewpoint of the magnetic field [13], although its real geometrical aspect ratio is about

8. However, the bootstrap current is expected to flow even in the QHS configurations

[14] in the opposite direction to that in tokamaks. It is particularly dangerous in low

shear stellarators such as the HSX, in which the rotational transform has to be carefully

adjusted to avoid low order rational surfaces. For the reduction of bootstrap current

to keep the good quality of vacuum magnetic surfaces even in finite beta plasmas, the

appropriate combination of helical, toroidal and bumpy field components can be utilized

[15]. This appropriate combination of magnetic field spectra is employed in the W7-X,

although the helically symmetric property is not maintained.

Another concept of symmetric stellarator magnetic field is the quasi-axisymmetric

(QAS) configuration [16, 17]. In QAS configurations, the helical magnetic field is re-

duced to be negligibly small and magnetic field structure in the Boozer coordinates is

rather similar to that in tokamaks. Therefore, QAS configurations can also be consid-

ered as the tokamak configurations without the necessity of plasma current for MHD



equilibria. Their MHD properties and the effects of bootstrap current on MHD equi-

libria have been studied [18] to improve this concept further.

The magnetic surface cross sections (or plasma boundary shape) are different each

other among QAS, QHS and W7-X, for example, indentation, triangularity and mag-

netic axis excursion etc, based on different desired physical criteria. These magnetic

configurations are usually obtained by using the linear programming approach with nu-

merous calculations for plasma boundary shaping. However, approaches to these con-

figurations are not so well known, because usually only the finally obtained magnetic

configurations are described to study its plasma confinement properties. It is impor-

tant to grasp the approach itself or the basic roles of plasma boundary modulations

to consider more favorable stellarator magnetic configurations. Therefore, approaches

to some symmetric stellarator configurations are emphasized in this paper rather than

their plasma confinement properties. Only the vacuum cases are considered here and

finite beta effects are not taken into account. The appropriate coil configurations are

also beyond the scope of this paper.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, basic roles of several plasma

boundary modulations on MHD equilibria are described. Section 3 will be devoted

to demonstrate the essential approaches to QAS and QHS configurations based on

several modulations described in Section 2. The concept of quasi-bumpy (or poloidally)

symmetric (QBS) configuration is also proposed as an application of this study, although

the detailed study for its plasma confinement properties will appear in a separate paper.

Finally, summary and some discussions will be mentioned in Section 4.

2 Magnetic Configuration Control with Plasma Bound-

ary Modulations

In order to clarify the basic roles of plasma boundary modulations, several effects

of them on MHD equilibria have been studied by the fixed boundary version of three

dimensional equilibrium code, VMEC [19]. The plasma boundary can be Fourier de-

composed in the cylindrical coordinates (i?, <f>, Z) as

R(s,Ov,(v) = Yl Rmn(s) cos(m6v -nM(v),
mn ^

Z(s,9v,(v) - Y2 zmn{s) s'm{m9v -nMCy),

where s is the magnetic surface label and By (Cv) is the poloidal (toroidal) angle and

m (n) is the poloidal (toroidal) mode number in the VMEC coordinates. Here, M is the



field period number. The left handed coordinate system for boundary Fourier modes

are employed in this paper.

We choose the exact axisymmetric configuration described by RQQ — 2.0 m, Rio =

0.4 m, Zoo = 0.0 m and Z10 — 0.6 m as the basic configuration for this study. This

choice of principle elongation, Z\olRw — 1-5, is just for reference, and it is close to that

for the reference QAS configuration in ref. [18]. The effective toroidicity of magnetic

field becomes smaller if Z\0/Rw is increased because the average plasma radius becomes

larger with keeping the width of magnetic surface cross sections in the major radius

direction. The magnetic surface cross sections at three different poloidal cross sections,

at (j> — 0 , (1 /4 ) (2TT/M) and (1 /2) (2TT/M) for this configuration are shown in Fig. 1,

wrhere only one cross section can be seen due to its pure axisymmetry.

This configuration corresponds to tokamak configurations without plasma current,

and therefore, the rotational transform * is exactly zero. The ratio of the magnetic

axis (Raxis) to the center of mass of magnetic surface cross section in the major radius

direction (RC.M.) at four poloidal cross sections with the interval of 1/4 toroidal period

is also considered for the measurement of vacuum magnetic well. The average ratio of

Raxis/RC.M. is greater than 1, which implies that the magnetic axis is shifted outward

compared to the center of mass of magnetic surface cross section. In this configura-

tion, the vacuum magnetic well is evaluated to be about 5%. Here, the magnetic well

is defined by {V (0) — ̂ '(^T))/V / ' (0), where V is the volume enclosed by the mag-

netic surface corresponding to the toroidal flux function ifix a-nd the prime denotes the

derivative with respect to rJ>T.

In the following, the basic roles of boundary Fourier harmonics on MHD equilibria

are described. It is noted that MHD equilibrium properties can also be varied due to

change of geometrical aspect ratio and the field period number. In other words, MHD

equilibrium properties are different in the configurations with the same plasma cross

sections with different geometrical aspect ratio and/or field period number. Therefore,

before proceeding into discussions of plasma boundary shaping, effects of geometrical

aspect ratio Av and field period number M are investigated.

2.1 Geometrical Aspect Ratio: Ap

First of all, effects of geometrical aspect ratio, Ap, on MHD equilibria are described

with using the basic configuration as an example. Figure 2 (a) shows the magnetic

surface cross sections for four configurations with different Ap with keeping the shape

of magnetic surface cross sections. It is noted that the surfaces colored blue corresponds



to the basic configuration. The normalized magnetic field strength on the euqatorial

line (in the Boozer coordinates) is shown with the corresponding colors in Fig. 2(b) for

four axisymmetric configurations shown in Fig. 2(a). It is easily seen that the variation

of field strength becomes smaller as the major radius is increased. The toroidicity in

the magnetic field has 1/R dependence as well known, and therefore, the magnetic con-

figuration with smaller Ap feel its toroidicity stronger than that for configurations with

larger Ap. The ratio of toroidicity in the Boozer coordinates (.Bio) to the geometrical

inverse aspect ratio (a/Rma;j), Bl0/(a/Rmaj), is 0.91 {Rmaj ~ 1 m), 0.90 {Rmaj ~ 2 m),

0.86 (Rmaj ~ 4 m), 0.83 (Rmaj ~ 8 m), respectively. Here Rmaj denotes the major ra-

dius of magnetic axis and a the average plasma minor radius. Therefore, increasing Ap

with keeping the magnetic surface cross sections is favorable to reduce the toroidicity

in the magnetic field. This tendency can be utilized to obtain QHS and QBS configu-

rations. This variation of effective toroidicity in the magnetic field is the essential role

of Ap variation.

2.2 Field Period Number: M

In this subsection, roles of field period number, M, are described. The basic configu-

ration is pure axisymmetric one, and therefore, effects of field period number can not be

investigated. Thus, we consider the magnetic configuration with the elliptic magnetic

surfaces described with boundary Fourier harmonics as: RQ0 — 5.0 m, i?10 = 1.0 m,

Zio = 1.5 m, Ru — —0.5 m and Zu = 0.75 m. The three different field period numbers,

M = 2,5 and 10, are compared here. The magnetic surface cross sections are shown

in Fig. 3.1 (a) for configurations with M = 2, Fig. 3.2(a) for M = 5 and Fig. 3.3(a) for

M - 10. The magnetic surface cross section at <f> = 0 ( (1 /4 ) (2TT/M) , (1 /2)(2TT/M) )

is colored green (blue, red), respectively. The outermost magnetic surface cross section

is exactly the same in these configurations due to the same Fourier components, how-

ever: inner magnetic surfaces are different each other. Therefore, MHD equilibria are

expected to be different depending on M.

The magnetic field structure is considered in the Boozer coordinates [7], where the

magnetic field strength B is expressed as

B = J2 Bmn{r) cos(m6B - nM(B). (2)
mn

Here 9B ((B) is the poloidal (toroidal) angle in the Boozer coordinates, r denotes the

average radius and m (n) the poloidal (toroidal) mode number. It is noted that BQQ

line (colored black) denotes the difference of BQO between at r and at the magnetic axis,
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Boo(r) — fioo(O), and all other components are normalized with £?Oo(0). The magnetic

field spectra in the Boozer coordinates are shown in Fig. 3.1(b) for configurations with

M - 2, Fig. 3.2(b) for M = 5 and Fig. 3.3(b) for M = 10. The Boo component

approximately measures the vacuum magnetic well/hill, and represents that the vacuum

magnetic hill is strongly enhanced as M is increased. It is also easily seen that the Bn

component is suppressed and, on the other hand, B21 component is enhanced as M

is increased. This tendency can be understood by the following considerations. The

magnetic surface cross sections shown in Figs. 3 are similar to those obtained by L — 2

helical coils such as the LHD or the Heliotron-E. Therefore, let us imagine that these

configurations are formed with L = 2 continuous helical coils. In that case, L = 2 helical

coils wind much looser in lower M cases because the toroidal period length is longer due

to the fixed major radius. In other words, L = 2 helical coils in lower M cases behave as

poloidal coils, and therefore, it causes only small deviation from axisymmetric magnetic

field. On the other hand, they become "real" L — 2 helical coils as M is increased or

the toroidal period length becomes shorter and thus the magnetic field component with

the poloidal mode number (m) of 2 is strongly enhanced. The rotational transform for

tightly wound L = 2 helical coils approximately depends on average radius rfa as [20]

*(r) oc [1 + (M/Rmaj)
2r2/2] .

This dependence can be observed in Fig. 4, where 1 per period for M — 2,5 and 10

cases are shown. It is shown that the higher M gives stronger increase (shear) of 1

toward the plasma boundary. The t(0) reduces as M is increased, which arises from the

relatively larger ratio of toroidal field to poloidal one due to tighter helical coil winding

in larger M cases with the fixed major radius. It is noted that these dependences of

vacuum magnetic well/hill and magnetic shear on M imply that the compatibility of

these properties is rather difficult.

The above described variations of magnetic properties depending on M can also

be observed for configurations such as a QAS configuration [18] by changing M. The

remarkable difference is that the helical component with m = 1 is also strongly enhanced

to become comparable to m = 2 component.

In the rest of this section, M — 2 cases are considered to investigate the roles of

plasma boundary modulations. The above descriptions imply that MHD equilibria can

be controlled by changing M even without modulating the plasma boundary shape.

Therefore, it is noted that the following descriptions are well valid for M — 2 case, and

should be carefully considered to apply to different M cases.



2.3 Principle Helical Modulations: Rn,Zn,Rit-i and Z\-\

Among several plasma boundary modulations, principle helical modulations are

firstly considered. These Fourier harmonics, especially Ru and Zn, appear in several

magnetic configurations including the planar axis configurations (such as the LHD [2]

and the Heliotron-E [1]) or the spatial axis configurations (such as the W7-X [12] and

QAS configurations [18]).

When we apply the modulation Rn with R\\lR\a — —0.5 on the basic configuration,

the magnetic surface cross sections change as shown in Fig. 5(a).

The local rotational transform, *, is also considered to grasp the behavior of magnetic

field line winding quantitatively. It should be noted that the global and local rotational

transform are denoted by its value per a field period in this paper. The understandings

for magnetic field line winding will be helpful to control the global rotational transform,

shear (increase or decrease) and to control the local magnetic curvature for ballooning

mode stability [21, 22]. The * is calculated by using the contravariant components of

magnetic field as
5A

from the description of magnetic field in the VMEC,

B = VCv x VVT + V 0 P x V6'V = Bee9 + B<eo (4)

where 2KIJ>T(S) and 2Tripp(s) are the toroidal and poloidal magnetic fluxes enclosed by

the magnetic surface labelled by s and

9m
v = 9v + \(s,0v,(v) (5)

is the poloidal angle that makes the magnetic field line straight [23]. The eg and e^ are

the covariant basis vectors.

Figure 5(b) shows I profile on the outermost magnetic surface. It is defined that I is

positive for increasing poloidal angle as toroidal angle is increased along the magnetic

filed line. It can be seen that t is larger around <j> ~ (l/2)(2w/M), where the magnetic

surface is elongated horizontally and * is negative around <p ~ 0, where the magnetic

surface is elongated vertically. The t is around 0.05. This * structure is almost the same

even for inner magnetic surfaces, for example, for r/a — 0.3,0.6, which implies that

the plasma boundary modulation with Ru does not form the global magnetic shear in

M — 2 case. It is noted that RaxiSjRC.M. becomes less than 1 around <j> ~ (l/2)(27r/M),



which also decreases the average value of Raxis/'Rc.M. to around 1. The magnetic well

becomes shallower compared to the basic configuration reflecting to this fact.

As for Z\\ with Zn/R10 = 0.75, the magnetic surface cross sections are shown in

Fig. 6(a), where the magnetic surface cross section is vertically elongated significantly

around <f> ~ 0. As in Rn case, * is positive and large around the toroidal angle where

the magnetic surface cross section is vertically elongated as shown in Fig. 6(b). This

modulation also does not give global magnetic shear. Therefore, it can be said that the

principle helical modulations are effective to form finite t, however; they do not give the

global magnetic shear in M — 2 case. As shown in Fig. 5(a) and 6(a), magnetic surface

cross sections obtained by principle helical modulations Rn and Zn do not change

as the average radius r/a is increased. This is the reason for little global magnetic

shear for principle helical modulations in M = 2 case. Contrary to this, in M = 10

case as shown in Fig. 3.3(a), magnetic surface cross sections change as r/a is increased,

which results in the formation of global magnetic shear. The ratio, Raxis/ Rc.M., is the

maximum at the vertically elongated cross section, that is, at <f> — 0. The average

value of Raxis/Rc.M. is still greater than 1, although it is smaller than that in the basic

configuration. The magnetic well depth is reduced to about 3.9% from about 5% in the

basic configuration.

Figures 7 show the magnetic field spectra in the Boozer coordinates for (a)/?11/i?10 =

—0.5 and (b)Zu / i?1 0 = 0.75 cases, respectively. It is clearly seen that the bumpy or

mirror component, £?oi, is significantly enhanced due to the magnetic flux conservation,

which enhances the magnetic field strength around the toroidal angle where the area

of magnetic surface cross section becomes small. The area is the smallest at </> = 0

for Ru/Rio = —0.5 case, on the other hand, it is the case at <f> — (l/2)(2ir/M) for

%\\lR\o — 0-75 case. Therefore, the sign of 5Oi is opposite each other in Figs. 7.

Also, the amplitude of BQ\ can be estimated from the variation of area of magnetic

surface cross sections along the toroidal direction when the magnetic axis excursion is

not remarkable. For example, in i? n / i? 1 0 = —0.5 case, the area of magnetic surface

cross section at <j> — (1 /2 ) (2TT/M) is characterized by (R\Q — Rn) X Zio and that at

<f> = 0 by (i?io + JRII) X Z10. The ratio of area variation to the total area of magnetic

surface cross sections at <f> = 0 and at <f> = ( 1/2)(2TT/M), that is, |{(-Rio — Rn) — (Rio +

Rn)}/{{Rw — R\\) + (^lo + -ftn)}| = 1/2, and therefore, the bumpy field component

BQ\ is around 50%.

This consideration can be applied to eliminate B01 with non-zero t. Here one ex-

ample is shown to demonstrate this statement clearly. As described above, helical



modulation with Rn/Rio = —0.5 and Zu/Ri0 = 0.75 create the opposite bumpy com-

ponent with almost the same absolute amplitude. Therefore, when we apply these two

helical modulations simultaneously on the basic configuration as shown in Fig. 8(a),

BOi is significantly suppressed as in Fig. 8(b). This combination makes the area of

magnetic surface cross sections at <j> — 0 and <j> = (l/2)(2w/M) almost the same. This

will be explained later again more quantitatively. The average value of Raxisl' Rc.M. is

below 1 reflecting to the fact that Ru/Rw — —0.5 and Zu/R\o = 0.75 both reduce

this average value from that in the basic configuration. The magnetic well is converted

to magnetic hill of about 2.6%. It is noted that * is about 0.18. This value of * is

not the simple summation of t for Ru/Rio — —0.5 and Zn/Rw = 0.75 cases because

the combination of two Fourier boundary harmonics causes modulations with different

mode numbers through the change of basis poloidal angles for Fourier representation.

However; it is valuable to grasp the principle roles of basic plasma boundary modu-

lations on MHD equilibria for considering how to obtain the magnetic configurations

with desired properties.

In many magnetic configurations considered in present and future helical devices,

Rn and Z n are relatively larger compared to other boundary Fourier harmonics. The

frequently observed variation of magnetic surface cross sections is vertically elongated

shape around <f> ~ 0, the inclined one around <f> ~ (l/4)(27r/M) and horizontally elon-

gated one around <f> ~ (1 /2) (2TT/M). This behavior is determined to large extent by

the combinations of Rn and Z\\ as shown in Fig. 8(a). Of course, several other bound-

ary harmonics play important roles on MHD equilibria, however; the most dominant

boundary harmonics are usually R\\ and Z\\. Therefore, wide range of {Rn,Zn) has

been studied to grasp the general dependence of MHD global equilibrium properties

on combinations of Ru and Zn applied on the basic configuration. Figures 9 show (a)

*(0), (b) vacuum magnetic well (%) (negative value for vacuum magnetic hill) and (c)

Boi(0), respectively as a function of {Rn, Zn)- It is seen that the general tendency that

*(0) increases and magnetic well depth reduces as Rn and Z\\ are increased with the

opposite sign each other. It is noted that 5Oi is significantly enhanced when Ru and

Zn have the same sign, which is easily expected from the above descriptions for roles

of Rn and Zn- It may imply the possibility of a QBS configuration, and an example

will be described in Section 3.

The magnetic surface cross sections become narrower if the plasma boundary is

modulated only with Rn and Zn to obtain higher i with keeping BOi small as seen

from Figs. 9(a) and 9(c). However, too narrow magnetic surface cross sections may

10



not be appropriate for experiments, for example, when the impurities and neutrals

from the plasma facing components are considered. The helical modulations i?i,_i and

Zi,_i, which have a different phase for toroidal angle to that of Rn and Zn-, are effective

to avoid too narrow magnetic surface cross sections compatible with finite * and small

Boi-

As described above, the variation of area of magnetic surface cross sections along

the toroidal direction greatly governs the amplitude of bumpy field component as long

as the magnetic axis excursion is not remarkable. Therefore, it is important to make the

area of magnetic surface cross section at <f> — 0 and <j) = (l/2)(27r/M) almost the same

to eliminate B01, for example, when QAS and QHS configurations are desired. Here,

the appropriate combinations of Rn, Zn, R\t-i and Zi,_i are explained to eliminate

The half width (half height) of magnetic surface cross section at <f> = 0 is denoted by

R\o-\- R\\-\-R\,-\ (Zi0 + Zn + Zi,-i) a n d the area is characterized by their product. On

the other hand, the area at <f> = (1/2)(2TT/M) is characterized by (R\o — Ru — i?i,-i) x

(Zjo — Zn — Zi_i). The condition that the area of magnetic surface cross sections at

<f) = 0 and at <f> — (1 /2) (2TT/M) are almost the same leads to the relation,

ERZ x (Ru + /?!,_!) ~ -(Zn + Zi,-i), (6)

where ERZ is the parameter to represent the principle ellipticity of magnetic surface

cross section defined by Zw/Rw. The magnetic configuration shown in Fig. 8(a) with

Rn = —0.2 m, Zn = 0.3 m and ERZ = 1.5 almost satisfies eq. (6). It should be men-

tioned in Fig. 9(c) that the line connecting between [Rn/Rio,Zn/Rio) — (—0.6,0.9)

and (0.6, —0.9) to eliminate B0l corresponds to eq. (6).

First, the basic properties of i?i,_i and Zit_i are explained. When the modulation

with Rit-i/Rifl = 0.1 is applied on the basic configuration, the magnetic surface cross

section is inclined as in negative Rn or positive Zn case, although the magnetic surface

cross section at <j> = 0 has a tendency to be horizontally elongated. This cross section

is narrow in Rn/Rio — —0.5 case, and therefore, this Ri,-i is effective to avoid the

appearance of too narrow magnetic surface cross section around <j> ~ 0- In this case,

vertically elongated cross section appears around <j> ~ (1 /2 ) (2TT/M) , and Raxis/Rc.M.

is the largest there. The average of Raxi3jRc.M. IS smaller than that in the basic

configuration, however; it is still above 1, and the vacuum magnetic well still exists

about 4.5%. As for Zii_1//?io = 0.1 case, the significant feature is the behavior of

magnetic axis position. All three cross sections are kept to be vertically elongated even

at <f> ~ (1 /2 ) (2TT/M) . The Raxis/RC.M. becomes larger in the entire field period than

11



that in the basic configuration, and therefore, the average value is also well above 1,

which indicates the deeper vacuum magnetic well (about 9.5%). The t is rather small

on the order of 10~2 for both R\,-\ and Z\t-\ cases because of their relatively small

fractions to i?10. Both modulations have a tendency to arise relatively large negative

J5oi with relatively small modulation of plasma boundary (about —25%( —18%) for

Rit-i/R10 = 0.1(Zi,_i//?io = 0.1) case). Therefore, these modulations can be utilized

instead of Zn to avoid the appearance of too narrow magnetic surface cross sections

compatible with finite *, vacuum magnetic well and negligible B0\ to realize QAS and

QHS configurations.

Here three consecutive examples are shown to demonstrate above descriptions. The

combinations of Rn, Zn, i?i,_i and Z\_\ are selected to satisfy eq. (6) as listed in Table

I. Here "Conf. 1" denotes the magnetic configuration shown in Figs. 8.

The magnetic surface cross sections are shown in Figs. 10(a) for "Conf. 2" and (b)

for "Conf. 3". It can be seen that the magnetic surface cross sections have a tendency to

become less narrower especially around <\> ~ 0. The t decreases due to the reduced Z\\ in

Confs. 2 and 3, however; Zx^\ effectively enhances the magnetic well as explained above.

The i?oi is effectively suppressed to small amplitude with these combinations, although

the higher order bumpy field f?02 appears. More precise considerations including not

only the area of magnetic surface cross section at <f> = 0 and at <f> = (1 /2) (2TT/M) but

also that at <f> ~ (l/4)(27r/M) are necessary to eliminate B02-

Finally, the combinations of these four principle helical modulations in the W7-X

are mentioned. The reference [24] lists the Fourier harmonics of representative three

magnetic configurations in the W7-X, called "low-*", "standard" and "high-*" config-

urations. Table II summarizes the parameter ERZ, ratios /?n / i?1 0 , Zu/i?1 0 , R\,-\lR\o

and Z^-i/Z^io and the residue of eq. (6), ERZ X (Ru + Ri,-\) + {Zn + Zx,-\), which

is a measure of the difference of area of magnetic surface cross sections between at

<f> = 0 and at <f> = (l/2)(2x/M). As listed in Table E, the ratios Rn/Rio and Zn/Rw

increase with the opposite sign each other to obtain higher i, and this can be under-

stood by the above descriptions for roles of Rn and Zu. The negative residue of eq.

(6) implies that the area of magnetic surface cross section at <f> = 0 is smaller than that

at <f> = (1 /2) (2TT/M) , which causes the positive BQ1. The B01 is carefully chosen in

the W7-X to maintain neoclassical diffusivity low level even in the case where there is

no quasi-helical symmetry and also to reduce the bootstrap current significantly [15].

Therefore, the ratios i?1?_1/i?10 and Z\%-XJR\Q are controlled to maintain this residue

negative appropriately as R\\JR\Q and Zu/Rw are varied.
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It is also noted that the residue of eq. (6) is about 10 6 in the standard configuration

for the LHD with negligibly small Bm.

2.4 Triangular Modulations: R2\ and Z2\

The boundary harmonics i?2i
 a n d Z2\ can cause the triangular modulations due to

poloidal coupling with, for example, i?io and Z\Q.

When R21/R10 — 0-25 is applied on the basic configuration, magnetic surface cross

sections are changed to triangular ones as shown in Fig. 11 (a). Figure l l(b) shows *

profile for r/a = 0.3,0.6 and 1.0 from top to bottom, respectively. The deviation of

magnetic surface cross sections from elliptic ones is enhanced along the line connecting

sharp points on magnetic surface cross sections, which gives the different * structure

on different magnetic surfaces. This radial variation of * structure causes the global

magnetic shear. The magnetic field line winds rapidly in the poloidal direction (positive

i) along the line on the plasma boundary from the right tip at <t> = 0 to bottom tip

at <t> = (1 /4) (2TT/M) and to left tip at <f> = (1 /2) (2TT/M). In the region with 6V = TT

apart from this line, the magnetic field line winds the opposite way in the poloidal

direction, however; the contributions from positive * is slightly larger and * is about

i(0)/*(a) = 2.4 x 10~3/2.7 x 10"2. The magnetic field spectra are shown in Fig. ll(c).

The area of magnetic surface cross sections is almost the same between at <f> = 0 and

at $ — (1 /2) (2TT/M) , and therefore, BOi is negligibly small. The Raxis/'Rc.M. is signif-

icantly enhanced around (j> ~ 0, where the magnetic surface cross section is deformed

to the outward pointing Z)-shape. The inward pointing Z)-shape cross section appears

around <f> ~ (l/2)(27r/M), and Raxis/'Rc.M. is below 1 there. However, the average of

RaxislRc.M. is still above 1, which gives the deep magnetic well about 6.3%. The trian-

gular modulation Z2\ has almost the same effects as in R2l case when Z2\/R\o = 0-25 is

applied on the basic configuration. However, in this case, the outward pointing £)-shape

cross section appears around <j> ~ (1 /2 ) (2TT/M) .

Finally in this subsection, the magnetic configuration (named the "Conf. 4") with

both R21IR\o = 0.25 and Z2\jRw — 0.25 simultaneously on the "Conf. 1" is mentioned

to clarify roles of triangular modulations in several stellarator configurations. Figure

12 shows the magnetic surface cross sections for the "Conf. 4". The cross section is

indented at (j> = 0 due to R2\ and becomes outward pointing Z)-shape cross section

around 4> ~ (1 /2 ) (2TT/M) due to Z2i. This variation of magnetic surface cross sections

is familiar in the W7-X, QAS and QHS configurations. It is noted that t(0)/i(a) —

0.147/0.173 in this configuration, which has a larger global magnetic shear compared
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to"Conf. 1".

2.5 Principle Bumpy Modulations: RQI and ZQI

The stellarator/heliotron/torsatron configurations are frequently divided into two

categories; planar magnetic axis configurations (such as the standard configuration in

the LHD and the Heliotron-E) and helical (or spatial) magnetic axis configurations

(such as the W7-X and the HSX). Recently, theoretical study has been done for spatial

axis configurations in the LHD by unbalancing the helical coil currents [25]. It is

reported there that the direction of bootstrap current is strongly affected with the

spatialization of the magnetic axis, which affects the Mercier stability [26]. Therefore,

it is important to grasp the effects of the spatial axis (or the bumpy modulations of

plasma boundary) on plasma confinement properties for global understandings of helical

systems. In this subsection, the main roles of bumpy modulations of plasma boundary

on MHD equilibria are explained.

Figure 13(a) shows the magnetic surface cross sections when the bumpy modula-

tion with Rm/R\o = 0.5 is applied on the basic configuration. The magnetic axis shifts

more outward around <f> ~ (1 /2) (2TT/M), and also the average of Raxis/Rc.M. is greatly

enhanced. This average value is significantly larger than that in the basic configura-

tion and the magnetic well becomes deeper to about 8.5%. In the plasma boundary

modulations described above, that is, principle helical modulations and triangular mod-

ulations, Raxis/Rc.M. tends to have the minimum value around <f> ~ (1 /2 ) (2TT/M) , and

this sometimes causes the magnetic hill or the shallow magnetic well. Therefore, the

bumpy modulation with positive Ro\/Rio is effective to avoid this matter for the for-

mation of vacuum magnetic well. Figure 13(b) shows the magnetic field spectra in the

Boozer coordinates. The notable point here is that the toroidicity Bi0 reduces from the

geometrical inverse aspect ratio, ajRmaj-, shown by the arrow. The ratio B\o/(a/Rmaj)

is about 0.89. This effect can be utilized to reduce Bw, for example, to realize QHS

and QBS configurations as will be demonstrated in Section 3.

As for bumpy modulation in the vertical direction, when ZOi/i?io = —0.5 is applied

on the basic configuration, the magnetic surface cross sections are changed as shown

in Fig. 14(a). The only two cross sections are seen because the cross sections at <j> — 0

and at (f> = (l/2)(27r/M) are the same. From the comparison between Fig. 14(a) and

Fig. 1, the magnetic axis is not shifted more outward from Rc.M.-, which gives the

shallower magnetic well about 2.9%. The mod-5 contours in <p = (l/4)(27r/M) do

not coincide with 0y = T / 2 and 9y = 3TT/2 lines, and, this causes the relatively large
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non-axisymmetric magnetic components Bn and 5i,_i as shown in Fig. 14(b). In the

case of RQ\JR\o = 0.5, -61,-1 appears with the opposite sign to this case as seen in Fig.

13(b), and therefore, the appropriate combination of RQ\ and ZQ\ has a possibility to

cancel B\^i. It is noted that B\Q is reduced to Bw/(a/Rmaj) = 0.89 also in this case.

When both radial and vertical bumpy modulations /?oi and Zoi are applied on the

"Conf. 4" with Roi/Rio — 0.5 and Zo\/R\o = —0.25, the magnetic axis excursion be-

comes remarkable as shown in Fig. 15 compared to Fig. 12. The i(0)/t(a) = 0.159/0.189

in this configuration, which is a little bit larger than that in the "Conf. 4". The

difference in t from "Conf. 4", At(0)/A*(a) = 0.012/0.016, arises from the bumpy

modulations (or the spatialization of the magnetic axis) with RQI/R\O = 0.5 and

ZQ\/R\o = —0.25. This contribution is relatively small compared to that from Rn

and Z\\. Therefore, it can be said that * is determined by combinations of principle

helical modulations Rn and Z\\ to large extent.

It is noted that B\o/(a/'Rmaj) is reduced to 0.61 in this configuration. The decou-

pling of magnetic field structure from the real torus geometry is successfully realized

with the spatialized magnetic axis. If much larger bumpy modulations of plasma bound-

ary are considered, the magnetic configuration without Bio would be possible (such as

QHS and QBS configurations). This will be explained in more detail in the approach

to realize example QHS and QBS configurations in Section 3. Also, in ref. [27], the

magnetic configurations with different ratios of Bio/Bn are investigated to study the

collisionless alpha particle confinement, where the ratio B\Q/BU becomes smaller as the

magnetic axis excursion is enhanced with keeping the magnetic surface cross sections

roughly unchanged. This tendency is understandable from the above descriptions.

2.6 Several Other Modulations

The most dominant contributions of plasma boundary Fourier harmonics to plasma

boundary shape usually arise from the above described modulations (for example, see

ref. [24]). However; there are some other important modulations to control MHD equi-

librium properties, although the amplitudes are not so large compared to the above

described dominant harmonics. Here in this subsection, some of them are summarized

for reference to make the statements in Section 3 more understandable.

Higher Order Axisymmetric Modulation: R2p

The higher order axisymmetric modulation R2o uniformly shifts the magnetic sur-

faces outward in the case of positive R20IR\o- In the case close to axisymmetric mag-
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netic field, the variation of magnetic field strength in the radial direction is smaller in

the outerside of a torus as shown in Fig. 2(b). Therofore, the magnetic configurations

shifted outward with the positive R20/R10 feel less toroidicity in the magnetic field. The

Bio/(a/Rmaj) is reduced to 0.84 when R2o/R\o = 0.125 is applied on the basic config-

uration (BiO/(a/Rmaj) = 0.9), although the higher order axisymmetric component B20

appears with a few percent.

Higher Order Helical Modulation: R22

This modulation can also be considered as the triangular modulation twisted twice

faster than R2i or Z2i in the toroidal direction. The area of magnetic surface cross

sections at <f> = 0 and (j> = (1 /2)(2TT/M) are the same and Raxis/Rc.M is also the same

at these two poloidal cross sections. In the case of positive R2\jR\o, Raxis/Rc.M is the

smallest at <f> = (l/2)(27r/M) and it can cause the magnetic hill as described above.

Therefore, positive R22/Rio is effective to recover from this matter, which can form the

magnetic well with relatively small modulation of plasma boundary shape.

The R22 also has the characteristic feature for twisting the magnetic field lines as in

R-2i and Z2i cases with the doubled periodicity in the toroidal direction. Therefore, the *

has a similar structure (with doubled periodicity) as for triangular modulations. Figures

16 show the I structures at r/a = 0.3,0.6 and 1.0 from top to bottom, respectively. It

is seen that the global magnetic shear can be formed as in R2\ case (cf.. Fig. ll(b)).

The t is relatively large at the plasma boundary for relatively small modulation with

R22/R10 = 0.125 on the basic configuration (t(a) ~ 1.6 x 10~2) compared to that for

R21/R10 = 0.25 case (i(a) ~ 2.3 x 10~2).

It should be noted that this modulation has a tendency to cause B\2, for example,

—5% for this case. This Bx2 should be eliminated for a purer magnetic field structure

with, for example, the appropriate positive Z22/R\0 which causes the positive Bu-

3 Applications of Plasma Boundary Modulations

to Realize Symmetric Stellarator Configurations

Several roles of plasma boundary modulations on MHD equilibria have been de-

scribed in Section 2. In this section, those are applied to realize examples of QAS, QHS

and QBS configurations. Usually, only the finally obtained magnetic configurations

are explained in the papers, however; approaches to those configurations would also

be valuable to understand to consider better or desirable magnetic configurations for
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improvement of plasma confinement properties in helical systems.

Quasi-Axisymmetric Configuration

For obtaining QAS configurations, the main points are the elimination of the bumpy

field component B01 and the main helical component Bu-

The initial configuration (QAl) (Fig. 17(a)) is chosen to have the combination of

Ru, Zu,Ri_i and Zi,_i which almost satisfies eq. (6). Several MHD equilibrium prop-

erties are summarized in Table LI. The three dominant non-axisymmetric magnetic field

components to be suppressed are also listed for reference. The bumpy field components

BQI and B02 usually have amplitudes even on the magnetic axis, and therefore, they

are written such as Bm(0)/BOi(a). All the other components are represented by their

amplitude at the plasma boundary. The QAl has a large B2\ and 2?n, and there is also

a large B01 in the plasma core region, although it is rather small in the edge region due

to the appropriate combination of principle helical modulations.

In the following, utilized boundary Fourier components are listed with their purposes

to show an approach to a QAS configuration clearly.

R21'. reduction of B2\ and Bu —* successful, however; enhancement of vacuum magnetic

hill (QA2),

Z21'. reduction of vacuum magnetic hill —> successful, however; B2i increases a little

again (QA3, Fig. 17(b)),

R20: reduction of vacuum magnetic hill and B2\ —»• large increase of Raxis/'Rc.M. in the

entire field period, however; still vacuum magnetic hill (QA4, Fig. 17(c)),

R22 and Z22: increase of RaxislRc.M. to form vacuum magnetic well with keeping

non-axisymmetric magnetic components small —> successful (in the region of

r/a < 0.5) (QAS, Fig. 17(d)),

Roi'. enhancement of vacuum magnetic well —> extension of vacuum magnetic well

region (QA6),

i?2,-i* enhancement of vacuum magnetic well —> vacuum magnetic well about 1% in

the entire plasma region (QA7, Fig. 17(e)).

In the above approach, it is shown that the outward pointing triangular (or D-

shape) cross section around <f) ~ (l/2)(2w/M) and tear-drop shape cross section with

Raxisl Rc.M. greater than 1 around <j> ~ (1 /4) (2TT/M) are very effective to reduce the
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vacuum magnetic hill or to enhance the vacuum magnetic well. It is noted that these

shaped cross sections typically appear in the W7-X, QAS and QHS configurations. The

magnetic field spectra for the QA7 are shown in Fig. 17(f). It is noted that the line

colored light blue corresponds to B2o, which is also the axisymmetric component. The

BOi and £?02 cut zero near the magnetic axis and their effects of symmetry breaking in

the plasma core region are relatively well suppressed, although they have the amplitude

of a few percent at the plasma boundary. The other dominant components have the

poloidal mode number m — 2 and their contributions are also rather small in the plasma

core region, where the plasma density is relatively higher compared to the plasma edge

region. Therefore, it can be said that the QA7 is a QAS configuration. Of course,

more careful controls of MHD equilibrium properties by large computations for plasma

boundary modulations with more boundary Fourier harmonics would be necessary to

obtain more sophisticated QAS configuration. However, the essential realization of a

QAS configuration is possible based on the knowledge on the basic roles of important

plasma boundary modulations. Especially, the suppression of bumpy field by consider-

ing the area of magnetic surface cross sections is essential factor. Also, the smaller M

and/or smaller Ap is favorable to realize QAS configurations by considering the results

shown in Section 2 due to its relatively weaker helical field contributions. It is noted

that the QA7 has an aspect ratio about 2.7 with M = 2 [18].

It should be noted that the bumpy modulation is only applied with the small fraction

Roi/Rio ~ 0.12 just to enhance Raxis/Rc.M. around <f> ~ (1 /2) (2TT/M) in the above

approach to a QAS configuration. This role is also possible by other modulations, and

therefore, the bumpy modulation or the spatialization of the magnetic axis is not the

indispensable factor to realize QAS configurations.

Quasi-Helically Symmetric Configuration

In this subsection, an example of approach to a QHS configuration is explained.

The point is to reduce the toroidicity in the magnetic field spectra or to decouple the

magnetic configuration from the real torus geometry. Here, the field period number is

chosen M = 4 for reference. It is noted that the HSX is also the device with M = 4.

The extension to different M cases will be mentioned later.

The point to guess the initial configuration is to choose the combination of i?n, Zu, i?i,_i

and Zi,_i with the appropriate elongation ERZ — ZiO/Rw to suppress Z?oi- This re-

quirement is the same as in an approach to a QAS configuration.

Figure 18(a) shows the magnetic surface cross sections with the residue of about

6 x 10~3 in eq. (6) (named the QHl). Some MHD equilibrium properties are listed in
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Table IV. The i?oi is suppressed to some extent. It is noted that the toroidicity in

the magnetic field (J510) is comparable to the average geometrical inverse aspect ratio

(a/Rmaj) in the QHl.

The spatialization of the magnetic axis is effectively utilized to reduce Bw. The

QH2 (Fig. 18(b)) is obtained with Roi/Rw = -Z01/R1Q = 1.18. The Bw/(a/Rmaj)

decreases to 0.18, although the vacuum magnetic hill becomes higher due to the role

of positive Z01 as described in Section 2. Now, the largest magnetic field spectrum is

Bn, which should be dominant in QHS configurations. Therefore, careful controls of

plasma boundary shape to decrease the magnetic field spectra but Bn and to form the

vacuum magnetic well should be pursued based on this configuration.

There are several possibilities of plasma boundary modulations for these purposes.

Among them, triangular modulations with R2\ and Z2X are considered here, because the

dominant unfavorable magnetic spectrum B2i can be cancelled out with the negative

contribution of B2\ with the positive R2X as seen in Fig. 1 l(c) and Z2\ is effective to form

the vacuum magnetic well. The application of R2\/R\o = Z2\jRw ~ 0.26 on the QH2

leads to the QH3 (Fig. 18(c)). The shallow magnetic well exists in this configuration

with significantly small toroidicity, B10 ~ —1.0%.

The considerations to obtain deeper vacuum magnetic well and to realize a purer

structure of magnetic field have led to a configuration closer to QHS configuration. In

this procedure, small fraction of R2o/R\o, R22/R\o etc, are utilized and the QH4 (Fig.

18(d)) is obtained. It is noted that the magnetic surface cross sections are indented

around <}> ~ 0 and become more tear-drop shape around <j> ~ (1 /4) (2TT/M) with these

small modulations as compared to Fig. 18(c). The magnetic field spectra of the QH4 are

shown in Fig. 18(e), where there are still some contributions from the magnetic spectra

but Bu, and therefore, the large computations for plasma boundary modulations with

more boundary Fourier harmonics would be necessary to obtain more sophisticated

QHS configuration. However, the essential point to realize QHS configurations is the

appropriate spatialization of the magnetic axis as explained above. It should be noted

that the magnetic configuration designed for the HSX also has a large magnetic axis

excursion [13], although the magnetic surface cross sections look different from those

in the QH4.

Finally in this subsection, different M cases are mentioned. In the case of M = 4,

the magnetic axis is spatialized with about Rm/Rio = —Zoi/R\o ~ 1.2 to reduce Bw

significantly to the order of —1%. When the field period number of the QH4 (M — 4)

is increased to M — 5 with keeping all the boundary Fourier harmonics unchanged,
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i?io changes the sign from negative to positive with the amplitude of about 2%, and

therefore, the spatialization of the magnetic axis can be reduced to eliminate Bw. The

reduction of ratios, RQ\/Rw = — ZOi/ Rio, from about 1.2 to 0.66, and the small change

of /?20 (the increment of R20/Rio is only about 0.03) to purify the magnetic field spectra

lead to the configuration shown in Fig. 18(f) with M = 5, whose magnetic field spectra

are shown in Fig. 18(g). This configuration is also close to a QHS configuration with

the vacuum magnetic well about 1.4%.

As described above, there is a tendency that the larger magnetic axis excursion is

necessary to reduce Bio for smaller M. This is easily seen in the Table V, where the

applied ratios of RQ\JR\o = —ZOi/Rio are listed to reduce |B10 | to the order of 1%

in M = 3,4,5 and 6 systems with keeping all the other boundary harmonics almost

unchanged from the QH4 with M — 4. It is noted that the configuration is rather

far from QHS one in M = 3 and 6 cases, and also the magnetic well disappears in

M = 6 case when only RoijRio — —Z0l/Rw are changed from the QH4. Therefore,

the listed ratio is just a reference to reduce Bio to relatively small amplitude in M — 3

and 6 cases. As expected from Table V, QHS configurations in M = 2 systems would

not be practical because the significantly large magnetic axis excursion is required.

This is understandable from subsection 2.2, where it is shown that the toroidicity in

the magnetic field is relatively larger compared to helical fields in smaller M cases.

Therefore, the larger magnetic axis excursion is required to suppress Bw in smaller M

cases. It is also recognized that the configurations with larger aspect ratio are more

suitable to realize QHS configurations due to its smaller toroidicity. It is noted that

the QH4 has a geometrical aspect ratio about 11.5.

Quasi-Bumpy (Poloidally) Symmetric Configuration

Here, the possibility to realize a QBS configuration is mentioned based on basic roles

of plasma boundary control, although the detailed discussions of confinement properties

will appear in a separate paper.

In the above two subsections, the initial configurations are chosen to eliminate £?oi,

because it is the symmetry breaking component for QAS and QHS configurations.

For QBS configurations, the toroidicity BXQ is one of the components that should be

eliminated, and therefore, the above obtained QHS configuration, QH4 with M — 4, is

chosen for the initial configuration.

The principle helical modulation with the negative Rn/Rio plays a role to enhance

the positive BOi as shown in Fig. 7(a). Therefore, when the sign of Rn/ Rio is changed

to positive, BOi is expected to have a negative sign. Of course, the BOi has a tendency
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to have the positive sign when the sign of Z\\jR\Q is reversed. Here, in this subsection,

the former case is mentioned.

The ratio Rn/Rio is changed from about —0.1 to 0 starting from the QH4, the

magnetic surface cross sections are deformed as shown in Fig. 19(a). This change of

principle helical modulation (or breaking of eq. (6)) is the essential point to approach a

QBS configuration. The area of magnetic surface cross section at <j) = 0 is significantly

larger than that at <j) — (l/2)(27r/M), which causes the large negative 5Oi o n the

order of —50%. In this configuration, Bn still has an amplitude about —12% and the

magnetic hill about 1%, although |i?10| is less than 0.6%.

The small changes of modulations such as triangular modulations (i?2i
 a n d Z2i),

higher order helical modulations (i?22
 a n d Z22) etc, are utilized to reduce Bn and to

form the vacuum magnetic well. These considerations have led to the magnetic config-

uration whose magnetic surface cross sections are shown in Fig. 19(b) and the magnetic

field spectra in the Boozer coordinates in Fig. 19(c). The t(0)/t(a) is 0.149/0.189 and

the magnetic well exists about 1.8% in the entire plasma region.

This magnetic configuration can be considered as the linked mirror or the endless

mirror configuration with the finite t and vacuum magnetic well from the point of views

of magnetic field structure in the Boozer coordinates. Because of finite t, it is distin-

guishable from the so-called bumpy torus. The magnetic field strength varies in the

poloidal direction very weakly (only through the remaining Bu). The bootstrap cur-

rent is expected to be significantly small in a QBS configuration, which is an advantage

to suppress finite beta effects rather small. However, in this example of a QBS con-

figuration, BOi is significantly large and is almost comparable to the uniform magnetic

field, which causes the large fraction of reflected particles to loss from the confinement

region via drift motion due to Bn. Therefore, the reduction of BOi should be pursued

with keeping the non-bumpy magnetic field components relatively small to obtain a

QBS configuration with smaller fraction of reflected particles.

4 Summary and Discussions

The effects of plasma boundary modulations on MHD equilibria have been described,

which are useful to realize desired stellarator magnetic configurations.

The principle helical modulations, which dominantly appear on many stellarator

configurations, give the variation of area of magnetic surface cross sections between

at the beginning of the field period (<j> = 0) and at the middle of the field period
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{(f> = (l/2)(27r/M)). Here M is the field period number. This variation causes the rela-

tively large bumpy field component (5oi) due to the magnetic flux conservation, which

is not suitable to realize quasi-axisymmetric (QAS) or quasi-helically symmetric (QHS)

configurations. The appropriate combination of principle helical modulations to sup-

press BQI is presented, eq. (6), by considering the area of magnetic surface cross sections.

The approach to avoid the appearance of too narrow magnetic surface cross sections

is also mentioned and the consecutive magnetic configurations are demonstrated with

keeping Bm relatively small.

The triangular modulations (especially in the vertical direction) can be utilized

to form or deepen the vacuum magnetic well by shifting the magnetic axis outward

compared to the center of mass of magnetic surface cross section. The favorable ra-

dial triangular modulation gives the indentation on the magnetic surface cross section

around <f> ~ 0 and the favorable vertical one leads to the outward pointing triangular

(or Z>-shape) cross section around <f> ~ (1 /2) (2TT/M), which are frequently seen in the

W7-X, QAS and QHS configurations. The possibility of global magnetic shear control

by the triangular modulations is also shown.

The spatialization of the magnetic axis or the bumpy modulations of plasma bound-

ary shape is also investigated. This is the significant feature to separate the helical sys-

tems into two categories, planar axis configurations (such as the standard configuration

in the LHD and the Heliotron-E) and spatial axis configurations (such as the W7-X and

the HSX). The significant feature of bumpy modulations is that the toroidicity in the

magnetic field (Bi0) is effectively reduced as the magnetic axis excursion is enhanced.

In other words, the magnetic configuration is effectively decoupled from its real torus

geometry. This is utilized in the HSX to realize a QHS configuration and also in the

W7-X to reduce 5 1 0 to about half of geometrical inverse aspect ratio. The necessary

magnetic axis excursion depends on M: the larger excursion is required as M is de-

creased because 5 ] 0 becomes relatively larger compared to helical fields. Therefore,

a QHS configuration in the system with smaller M, for example 2, would be rather

difficult to realize.

Usually, the finally obtained magnetic configurations are shown in the papers to

study their plasma confinement properties. However; approaches to them would also

be rather valuable to grasp to consider more attractive or innovative stellarator mag-

netic configurations for further improvement or optimization of helical systems. There-

fore, based on the knowledge on effects of plasma boundary modulations, realization of

example QAS and QHS configurations are demonstrated step by step. The initial con-
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figuration is chosen with the appropriate combination of principle helical modulations

which satisfies eq. (6) for both cases.

The essential point to realize a QAS configuration is that the fine suppression of

BQI by considering the area of magnetic surface cross sections. For the formation of

vacuum magnetic well, efforts are made to realize the outward pointing triangular (or

D-shape) cross section around <j> ~ (1 /2 ) (2TT/M) and tear-drop shaped cross section

around <f> ~ (l/4)(27r/M). The bumpy modulation is just applied for this purpose,

which can be replaced with the other modulation. Therefore, it can be said that the

bumpy modulation or the spatilization of the magnetic axis is not the essential factor to

realize QAS configurations. It is also intuitively recognized that the configurations with

smaller M and/or with smaller aspect ratio Ap are suitable to realize QAS configurations

due to the relatively larger toroidicity.

On the other hand, the reduction of Bw is indispensable factor to realize QHS

configurations. This role is effectively played by the bumpy modulations of plasma

boundary shape or the spatialization of the magnetic axis. The large magnetic axis ex-

cursion (about 10% of major radius) is applied to reduce the toroidicity in the magnetic

field to about 1% in M = 4 systems. The requirements to form the vacuum magnetic

well and to realize a pure magnetic field structure lead to the appropriate combination

of triangular modulations. This application causes the indented cross section around

4> ~ 0 and the outward pointing triangular cross section around <f> ~ (l/2)(27r/M). A

QHS configuration in M — 5 system is also demonstrated by just reducing the bumpy

modulations of plasma boundary shape. The relatively larger helical field contributions

in larger M cases with the fixed major radius allow to reduce the magnetic axis ex-

cursion to suppress B\Q. The configurations with larger Av are also suitable to realize

QHS configurations due to the relatively smaller toroidicity.

The possibility of a quasi-bumpy (or poloidally) symmetric (QBS) configuration is

also mentioned. The breaking of eq. (6) gives the large BOi with either sign depending on

the variation of area of magnetic surface cross sections. By utilizing this, the magnetic

field with BQ\ dominantly is possible. This configuration has a finite *, and therefore,

it is distinguishable from the so-called bumpy torus. The bumpy field is too large in

an example configuration (cf., Fig. 19(b)), which causes the large fraction of reflected

particles. Therefore, the further detailed study is required to make the QBS concept

more attractive, however; the third symmetric stellarator configuration, following QAS

and QHS, would bring great interests also for connection between helical systems and

mirror systems, because a QBS configuration can also be considered as a linked-mirror
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(or endless mirror) configuration.

The above statements are summarized in Fig. 20, where classifications of QAS, QHS

and QBS configurations are clearly shown. The key factors are BQ\ control via eq. (6),

field period number (M), geometrical aspect ratio (Ap) and the magnetic axis excur-

sion. It is noted that the scales of axes are different between QAS and (QHS, QBS)

configurations, which explicitly indicates the difference of Ap between these configura-

tions.

Here the heliac equilibria are mentioned for comparison to the above mentioned stel-

larator configurations such as the LHD, W7-X, QAS and QHS configurations because

heliacs have a significantly different variation of plasma boundary shape. It has the

bean-shaped cross section in the entire field period, which rotates along the toroidal

direction with a relatively large magnetic axis excursion. The heliac equilibria are

constructed mainly from the bumpy modulations, triangular modulations and helical

modulations twisted twice faster than the principle helical ones (that is, Rx2 and Z12

rather than R1X and Zu) of plasma boundary shape as seen in the VMEC input data

for the H-l heliac [28]. The principle helical modulations, which cause the inclined

magnetic surface cross section around <f> ~ (l/4)(27r/M), are rather small on the order

of R\i/R\o ~ 10~2. The R12 and Z12 play roles as the principle helical modulations

play: for example, the appearance of bumpy field components due to the variation of

area of magnetic surface cross sections and the formation of net rotational transform.

The differences compared to principle helical ones are that the main bumpy field is B02

rather than BQ\ and * is almost doubled. For example, R\2/Rio ~ —0.5 causes the

B02 ~ +50% and t is around 0.1 per a field period when it is applied on the basic con-

figuration (cf., BQ\ ~ +50% and * is around 0.05 for Ru/Rw = —0.5 case). This is the

main reason for a higher t in heliacs than that in the above mentioned configurations.

For example, * is around 0.4 per a period in the H-l heliac [29] and, on the other hand,

around 0.2 per a period in the W7-X [24]. Therefore, this helical modulation twisting

faster would be useful to increase *, for example, to reduce the Pfirsch-Schlilter current

to obtain a higher equilibrium beta value [18].

In this study, Fourier representation of plasma bounday shape in the cylindrical

coordinates are employed as in eq. (1). However; the distribution of poloidal angle 6y

is different in the cases, for example, in the basic configuration and the configuration

with R\\/Rio — —0.5 applied on the basic configuration as easily seen in Fig. 1 and Fig.

5(a). In Fig. 1, the curve of 9y = TT/2 is almost vertical, however; it is inclined around

(f> ~ (1 /4)(2TT/M) in Fig. 5(a). Because of this, the amplitude of Fourier boundary
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harmonics depend on how many Fourier modes are used and what kind of angle variables

are considered to represent the plasma boundary shape. In this sense, the absolute value

of boundary Fourier amplitudes in this paper would not be so meaningful. However,

the main object of this paper is to grasp basic roles of plasma boundary modulations

and, as an application, to demonstrate approaches to realize some symmetric stellarator

magnetic configurations based on these knowledge. Therefore, the approximate grasp

connecting plasma boundary modulations with magnetic field structure in the Boozer

coordinates is significantly useful.

The plasma confinement properties such as MHD stability and neoclassical trans-

port are beyond the scope and are not mentioned in this paper. Only the formation of

vacuum magnetic well is emphasized just to stabilize Mercier modes. However, some

confinement properties in QAS and QHS configurations are already studied, for exam-

ple, in ref. [13, 18]. The detailed confinement properties of QBS is now being studied

and they will appear in a separate paper.

Recently, Nakajima has investigated that the relations between the high-mode-

number ballooning stability and the local magnetic shear in heliotron/torsatron config-

urations with a large Shafranov shift [21, 22]. It is reported there that the ballooning

mode eigenvalues have a strong dependence on the field line through the strong depen-

dence on local magnetic curvature. The local magnetic curvature itself is determined

or varied from MHD equilibrium properties, and therefore, the "external" control of

local magnetic curvature by modulating the plasma boundary shape would affect the

ballooning mode stability. This may explore the approach to stellarator magnetic con-

figurations with ballooning stability up to high beta values. The applications of plasma

boundary modulations to this problem is the subject of the future study.
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Conf.

Conf.

Conf.

1

2

3

Ru m

-0.20

-0.20

-0.20

Zu

0

0

0

m

.30

.18

.18

R\,-\ m
0.00

0.04

0.08

Zi,-i

0

0

0

m

.00

.06

.00

0.

0.

0.

-(O)A(a)
172/0.186

113/0.122

103/0.113

Well(

_2

1

0

.61

.06

.59

#oi(0)/#oi

0.33/ -

1.12/ —

0.62/ -

(a) (%)

2.66

2.24

1.68

Table. I Several combinations of Rn, Zu, i?i,_i and Z\-\ satisfying eq. (6)

and some MHD equilibrium quantities.

low-i

standard

high-*

ERZ

1.31

1.31

1.29

Rn/Rio *

-0.36

-0.46

-0.55

W#io
0.36

0.46

0.55

Ri,-i/Rio

-0.05

-0.025

0.0018

Z\-\/Rio

-0.05

-0.025

0.0018

Residue

-0.208

-0.173

-0.123

Table. H The ratios Ru/Ri0, Zn/Rw, Ri-JRw and Zi-i/Rw for the three

magnetic configurations in the W7-X [24]. The residue of eq. (6) is also listed.

QAl

QA2

QA3

QA4

QA5

QA6

QA7

*(0)/*(a)
0.094/0.118

0.108/0.144

0.100/0.130

0.126/0.129

0.113/0.137

0.118/0.139

0.119/0.136

Well (%)

0.61

-21.0

-13.7

-6.44

0.41

0.41

1.15

(#2i)8.91

(#01)4.79/4.62

(#oi)5.40/4.94

(#2i)3.80

(#02)1.82/4.90

(#01)0.47/4.03

( # o i ) - 0.33/3.72

#mnS

(#oi)6

(#3l) -

(#21 )5

(#12) -

(Bu) -
(#02)1

(#22) -

{%)
.46/1.15

- 3.35

.09

-2.65

-4.21

.04/3.63

- 3.09/3.63

(#n)5.32

(#12)-3.26

(#12) - 3.59

(#02)0.43/2.18

(#oi)1.20/3.30

(#21) - 3.07

(#2i)2.30

Table. M Several MHD equilibrium quantities for the magnetic configurations

to approach a QAS configuration.
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QHl

QH2

QH3

QH4

*(O)/i(a)

0.195/0.208
0.238/0.247
0.244/0.265
0.244/0.267

Well (%)
-2.67
-4.45

0.27
2.44

Bio/(a/Rmaj)
1.01
0.18
0.12
0.12

BmnS (%)

(5iO)-8.06 (50i)4.12/3.32 (5n)3.73 (B2i)2.11
(fin)-7.81 (fiOi)2.47/1.86 (52i)2.46 (#i2)l-48
(f l n ) -10 .7 (50i)1.05/2.45 (512)1.79 (5!,_i)1.05
(fin)-10.4 (fii2)1.46 (51,-1)1.43 (fi2i)-1.34

Table. IV Several MHD equilibrium quantities for the magnetic configurations

to approach a QHS configuration.

M

3

4

5

6

Roi/R\o — ~ZQ\/R\Q

2.24

1.18

0.66

0.41

Table. V The ratios, Roi/Rio — — Zoi/Rio, used to reduce

period numbers.

in different field
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1: Magnetic surface cross sections of the basic configuration.

Fig. 2: (a) Magnetic surface cross sections of four axisymmetric configurations

with different geometrical aspect ratio.

(b) The normalized magnetic field strength on the equatorial plane for

four configurations shown in Fig. 2(a) with corresponding colors.

Fig. 3: (a) Magnetic surface cross sections of the configurations with elliptic shape

for M = 2 (Fig. 3.1), M = 5 (Fig. 3.2) and M = 10 (Fig. 3.3).

The cross section at <f> = 0 ( (1/4)(2TT/M), (1/2)(2TT/M)) is colored green

(blue, red), respectively.

(b) The magnetic field spectra in the Boozer coordinates for the configurations

shown in Figs. 3.1(a), 3.2(a) and 3.3(a).

Rotational transform profile per period for M = 2,5 and 10 cases

shown in Figs. 3.

Magnetic surface cross sections of the configuration with Ru/Rio — —0.5

on the basic configuration. The cross section at <f> = 0 ( (1/4)(2TT/M),

(l/2)(27r/M)) is colored green (blue, red), respectively.

The local rotational transform * on the outermost magnetic surface

for the configuration shown in Fig. 5(a).

Magnetic surface cross sections of the configuration with Z n / i? 1 0 = 0.75

on the basic configuration. The cross section at <f> = 0 ((l/4)(27r/M),

(1 /2)(27T/M)) is colored green (blue, red), respectively.

The local rotational transform * on the outermost magnetic surface

for the configuration shown in Fig. 6(a).

The magnetic field spectra in the Boozer coordinates for the configuration

shown in Fig. 5(a).

The magnetic field spectra in the Boozer coordinates for the configuration

shown in Fig. 6(a).

Fig. 8: (a) Magnetic surface cross sections of the configuration with (Rn/Rio, Zn/RlQ)

(—0.5,0.75) on the basic configuration. The cross section at <j> = 0

((1/4)(2TT/M), (1/2)(2TT/M)) is colored green (blue, red), respectively.

(b) The magnetic field spectra in the Boozer coordinates for the configuration

shown in Fig. 8(a).
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Fig. 9: (a) The rotational transform at the magnetic axis, *(0), as a function of (/?n, Z

(b) The magnetic well depth (negative value for magnetic hill) (%) as a

function of (i?n, Zn).

(c) The bumpy field component at the magnetic axis, #01(0)5 a s a function

of(Rn,Zu).

Fig. 10: (a) Magnetic surface cross sections of the configuration "Conf. 2" listed in

Table I. The cross section at <f> = 0 ( (1/4)(2TT/M), (1/2)(2TT/M)) is colored

green (blue, red), respectively.

(b) Magnetic surface cross sections of the configuration "Conf. 3" listed in

Table I. The cross section at <f> = 0 ( (1/4)(2TT/M), (1/2)(2TT/M)) is colored

green (blue, red), respectively.

Fig. 11: (a) Magnetic surface cross sections of the configuration with R21/ Rw = 0-25

on the basic configuration. The cross section at <f> — 0 ((l/4)(27r/M),

(1/2)(2TT/M)) is colored green (blue, red), respectively.

(b) The local rotational transform I at r/a = 0.3, 0.6 and 1.0 (from top to

bottom) for the configuration shown in Fig. 11 (a).

(c) The magnetic field spectra in the Boozer coordinates for the configuration

shown in Fig. 11 (a).

Fig. 12: Magnetic surface cross sections of the configuration with (R21IR\o, ^21/^10)

(0.25,0.25) on the "Conf. 1". The cross section at <f> = 0 ( (1/4)(2TT/M),

(l/2)(27r/M)) is colored green (blue, red), respectively.

Fig. 13: (a) Magnetic surface cross sections of the configuration with Roi/Rw — 0.5

on the basic configuration. The cross section at <f> — 0 ((1/4)(2TT/A/),

(1/2)(2TT/M)) is colored green (blue, red), respectively.

(b) The magnetic field spectra in the Boozer coordinates for the configuration

shown in Fig. 13(a).

Fig. 14: (a) Magnetic surface cross sections of the configuration with Z0\/Rw — —0.5

on the basic configuration. The cross section at <f> — 0 ((1/4)(2TT/A/),

(1/2)(2TT/A/)) is colored green (blue, red), respectively.

(b) The magnetic field spectra in the Boozer coordinates for the configuration

shown in Fig. 14(a).

Fig. 15: Magnetic surface cross sections of the configuration with (R01/Rio, ZQ\\R\Q)

(0.5,-0.25) on the "Conf. 4". The cross section at <f> = 0 ((1/4)(2TT/A/),

(l/2)(27r/M)) is colored green (blue, red), respectively.
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Fig. 16: The local rotational transform * at r/a — 0.3,0.6 and 1.0 (from top to bottom)

for the configuration with R22/Rio = 0.125 on the basic configuration.

Fig. 17: Magnetic surface cross sections for (a) QA1, (b) QA3, (c) QA4, (d) QA5

and (e) QA7. The cross section at <f> = 0((1/4)(2TT/M), (1/2)(2TT/M)) is

colored green (blue, red), respectively.

(f) The magnetic field spectra in the Boozer coordinates for the QA7.

Fig. 18: Magnetic surface cross sections for (a) QHl, (b) QH2, (c) QH3 and

(d) QH4. The cross section at <f> = 0 ( (1/4)(2TT/M), (1/2)(2TT/M)) is colored

green (blue, red), respectively.

(e) The magnetic field spectra in the Boozer coordinates for the QH4.

(f) Magnetic surface cross sections for a QHS configuration with M = 5.

The cross section at <j> = 0 ( (1/4)(2TT/M), (1/2)(2TT/M)) is colored green

(blue, red), respectively.

(g) The magnetic field spectra in the Boozer coordinates for the configuration

shown in Fig. 18(f).

Fig. 19: (a) Magnetic surface cross sections obtained by changing Ru/Rw from —0.1

to 0 starting from the QH4. The cross section at <f> = 0 ( (1/4)(2TT/M),

(1/2)(2TT/M)) is colored green (blue, red), respectively.

(b) Magnetic surface cross sections for a QBS configuration with M = 4.

The cross section at 4> - 0 ( (1/4)(2TT/M), (1/2)(2TT/M)) is colored green

(blue, red), respectively.

(c) The magnetic field spectra in the Boozer coordinates for the configuration

shown in Fig. 19(b).

Fig. 20: The classification of QAS, QHS and QBS configurations are shown

based on the bumpy field control by considering eq. (6), field period

number (M), geometrical aspect ratio (Ap) and magnetic axis excursion.
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